
5 DIVIDED BY 8 HELPS WRITE A DECIMAL

Explain It- Explain how knowing that 5 divided by 8 = helps you write the decimal for 4 5/8. ðŸ‘• 0; ðŸ‘Ž 0; ðŸ‘• asked by
Gabby (5 grade) Â· Mar 14, 5/8 .

So the first thing that we might say is, OK, well, 35 doesn't go into 6. Updated April 25, By Jon Zamboni
Converting fractions to decimals is just another way of expressing division. It goes into 63 one time, because 2
times 35 is 70, so that's too big. To convert this fraction into a decimal, use the same trick by multiplying to
get a power of  So, let's see what 35 times 8 is. It does go into  We know that the real answer is going to be
one point something, something, something. Repeating Decimal Numbers If you are doing long division to
convert a fraction into a decimal, you may run into a situation where you continue dividing forever. So it goes
one time. If you encounter a repeating decimal, you can stop doing division and place a note that the decimal
repeats using ellipsis or a bar. So let's see, it's definitely going to be-- if I were to say-- so 40 goes into seven
times. A repeating decimal may not be limited to a single repeating digit. And, as always, this is a bit of an art
when you're dividing a two-digit number into a three-digit number. You add the number outside the fraction to
your decimal afterward. The value of a fraction is equal to the numerator divided by the denominator. So what
we could do is we just make sure that this decimals right over there, and we can now bring down a zero from
the tenths place right over here. Remember that a fraction is just division of the numerator by the denominator.
Long division Decimal quotients Video transcript Let's take 63 and divide it by  When you divide 1 by 3, it
produces an endless decimal: 0. And to do that, I essentially have to add a decimal here and then just keep
bringing down decimal places to the right of the decimal. So it actually works out perfectly. So 63 is the exact
same thing as  And you bring down that zero, and now we ask ourselves, how many times does 35 go into ?
It's going to be between 7 and 9, so let's try 8. Then add 0. The numerator is the top number in a fraction, and
the denominator is the bottom number.


